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RESULTS (Cont.)INTRODUCTION

Figure 2. Observed response when the iONTRAC was challenged with simulated excursion events of IPA, Xylene, Cyclohexane, Acetone, and Toluene 
through a membrane inlet. A set of characteristic ions were monitored for each compound. Excursion events of 5 seconds were easily detected by 
the iONTRAC system. Inset shows the extracted ion intensity of m/z=43 (Acetone). Automated detection of excursions are labeled by red dots. 

Figure 3. Experimental MS matches against 
NIST library. The shown chemicals were 
presented to iONTRAC system to simulate 
excursions.

Figure 1.  (a) Excursion events corresponding to introduction of PFTBA calibrant every 24 hours for 2 consecutive months, showing long-term 
stability of iONTRAC.  (b) Continuously cycling GC-MS analysis.  (c) Close up view of a single GC-MS run identifying 7 unique compounds. 

 

Real-time ambient monitoring is critical to ensure safety of 
applications such as environment monitoring and process control

Events due to unknown chemicals in the environment or 
by-products of unanticipated reactions can be detected early, 
thus avoiding costly accidents 

Algorithms have been developed for automatically detecting 
and identifying the chemical excursion events using novel Gas 
Chromatograph-Mass Spectrometry (GC-MS) system, iONTRAC™ 







Mass and intensity values for ions ranging from m/z=16 to 400 are 
continually recorded from the recurring GC-MS runs and uploaded 
to server automatically

The developed algorithms read data from the server and perform 
background subtraction based upon the ambient characteristics 
from the previous 4 hours

Probability distribution functions (PDFs) of ion intensities for each 
ion are generated

Outlier detection is performed when ions exhibit intensities 
significantly deviating from the expected PDF and marked as 
excursion events

Experimental MS from the excursion events are compared against 
NIST MS library using Pearson’s correlation coefficient

Matches showing a p-value < 0.05 and the presence of GC peaks 
of the constituent ions of the compound are output as true 
excursion events 

Unidentified spectra are recorded for further manual inspection















Developed algorithms can be 
applied to real-time applica-
tions for detecting and iden-
tifying source of an excursion 
when background levels 
exceed predetermined limits. 

Long term stability, fast re-
sponse, and high sensitivity 
of the iONTRAC system make 
it an ideal tool for air moni-
toring applications.








